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THE DESIGN OF A ROOF TRUSS FOR THE PROPOSED î.'fILL 

SHED AT J. A. C. 

By an appropriation of the Oregon Legislature of 

it becomes possible for the Oregon Agricultural 

College to build a drill shed, a thing long needed by 

this institution. 

Dennis, Hendricks and Tobey, architects of Port- 

land submitted plans for this drill shed and in design- 

ing the truss for this building ,,e have taken the gen- 

eral shape of the truss the same as furnished us by 

these architects. 

We have taken this shape not because it is the sane 

as taken by them but because after an investigation 

'.e found it to be as good if not better than any other 

for this kind of a building. While we used their 

shape of a truss we have not used their data in the 

designing of this truss but designed it after our own 

ideas. And in the calculation of stresses we used 

altogether different snow and rind loads, but practical- 

ly the same dead loads. 

In building a shed of this kind it is almost 

possible to construct a roof without the aid of truss- 

es because to have pillars within the building would 

interfere greatly with the purpose for which the shed 

is to be built. 

before proceeding with any exi'lanation of the 'truaù 

it might be well, to explain what a truss is and what 
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is its purpose. A roof truss as defined by ì:errimar. 

and Jacoby is a structure whose plane is vertical and 

is supported at its ends by the side walls of the build- 

ing, being so arranged that its p: rinc it al members are 

subjedted only to tensile or compressive stresses under 

the influence of the loads which, it is designed to care. 

The points where the center lines of the adjacent 

members meet are the centers of the connection which 

form the joints. The joints of the truss are suppos- 

ed to be perfectly flexible, and the external forces 

consisting of the loads and reactions to be applied 

only at the joints. 

For stability the elementary figures composing a 

truss must be triangles, since a triangle is the only 

polygon which cannot change its shape without altering 

the lengths of its sides when loaded at one or more 

joints. 

The "span" of a truss is the distance between the 

end joints or the centers of the supports, .nd the 

"ris "rise" is the .distance from the highest point or peak 

to the line on ,hich the span is measured. 

The "upper chord" consists of the upper line of 

members extending from one support support to the other. The 

lower line of members is known as the "lower chord." 

The truss to be used in the drill shed is ..hat is 

known as a parabolic bowstring truss. The upper I: 

chord being the arc of a parabola and the Lower chord 

o arcs of a parabola; joined in the middle a 
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gent. All members of the truss are angle 'irons of 

mild steel and are used singly in some and 

double in others. A factor of safety of four is used 

in all members hether in tension or compression, 

strength of materials are taken as given by Carnegie 

Hand Book of Carnegie Steel Company. All work is 

done by the graphic method ith numerous checks by the 

analytic method. Checks are within 2 J. 

PLATE 1. 

Plate 1 shows the general outline of the truss 

with dimensions of all members. I t is drawn to a 

scale of 1 to 60. The truss has a span of 120 feet, 
that is, the distance between supports. The rise of 

the upper chord is 22 feet above a horizontal line 

connecting the supporting points. Its form is the 

arc of a parabola which is divided into 19 equal parts. 

Beginning at the middle point and going each way to- 

ward the supports every second point on the parabola 

is connected by a chord, as, points 1 and 3, 3 and 5, 

5 and 7, etc., until the last point from each end is 

reached, the remainder of .hich is divided .ì into Lo 

parts and ,onnedted by chords. 

The lower chord has a rise of 10 feet. It is 

formed by the arcs of two parabolas, which are joined 

in the middle by a tangent 26 feet 8 inches, in 

length. The arcs in the lower chord are divided in 

the same manner as in the upper chord excepting the 

part between the supporting points and the 
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-from the supports, which :.re not divided but are each 

connected by one chord. 

The upper chord is made up of two L bars 4 in. x 

6 in. x 7/8 in. with their short legs riveted together. 

The lower chord is 2 Ls 5 in. x 3 in. x 13/16 in. 

joined in the same way. 

The truss is supported at each end by a latticed 

column 14 in x 14 in. and 10 feet in height, which 

rests upon a concrete pier 20 in x 24 in. ( Ece dis- 

cription elsewhere), The truss is pivoted- at one end 

for expansion. 

PLAIT. 11. 

Plate 11 shows the dead load diagram. The dead 

load includes the weight of the truss itself and the 

roof covering. The roof :::ovtri7i is twenty 

pounds per square foot of surface. The scale used 

is 5 kips (5000 pounds) per inch. 

In distributing the dead load it is supposed that 

all loads are centered at the pannel points on the 

upper chord, as the purlins rest on these points and 

take the load off all other parts. Half of the dead 

load on each side of every pannel point is taken as 

concentrated at that point. 

The construction is bun by laying off the load 

line aa' equal to the total dead load. Beginning at 

the left hand side of the truss, the reaction A r is 

laid off to scale ( 5 kips to the inch) , then the 

reaction ta! at the right is laid off, next the loads 

at b', , 
,1 u , ba are laid off, clos- 
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ins; to the starting point. !Text ak is drawn 

parallel to AK in the truss ( plate 111) and rk 

paralled to PK, where these lines meet it gives 

the point r. Then from k, kl is drawn paralled to KL 

to meet a line from b drawn parallel to 3L giving the 

point 1. Next from 1 a perpendicular is drawn meet- 

ing' aline from r parallel to R ?{ at m. This method 

is continued on through the truss, taking _each member. 

in regular order until finally it closes back to the 

starting point. 

'Yaw by measuring the length of any line and mul- 

tiplying it by the scale used the stress in the rnem'::- 

er corresponding to that line can be determined. And 

fol l o : ±ng through the diagram the nature of the 

stress, whether it is in tension or compression can 

be ascertained. If the fore' acting toward the 

joint the member is positive or in tension, and if it 

is acting away from the joint it is negative or in 

compression. For example, s t :art n ; at the point a, 

it is known that a r is acting up, that is toward the 

joint, rk is acting away from the ;oint, therefore it 

is in tension, and ka is toward the joint or in com- 

pression. 

The stresses due to snow load are obtained from 

the same diagram as the _tad load, being taken as a 

per cent of the dead load. The ,3no :'c load is taken 

as about 7z pounds per square foot of surface. That 

is considered a maximun in this country being more 
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than a foot of Tell packed snow. 

^LATE 111. 

Plate 111 shows the diagram for the ;ind acting 

on the free side of the truss. 

The fressure produced by the wind on a roof sur- 

face depends on the direction and velocity of the wind 

and on the inclination of the roof surface. The 

is supposed to move horizontally, and a hurricane of 

100 miles per hour exerts a pressure of .probably 50 

rounds per square foot of surface normal to its .tire- 

tion. 

The wind in this case is taken as 40 pounds per 

square foot on the vertical projection. This is con- 

sidered a maximum in this country as it represents a 

wind of about 80 miles per hour, something unusual if 

not unknown in the Willamette Valley. 

The wind loads are concentrated at the pannel 

points by taking one half the Wind load on each side 

of every pannel point. "'here there are two chords 

having different slopes meeting at a pannel point the 

resultant of the loads on each side is taken. As all 

of the chords have different slopes Ìe vertical pro - 

j action of the entire half roof is not taken and the 

loads divided proportionally, but the vertical projec- 

tion for eeah chord is taken. 

The load line a, a b, be - -__ _ ___.__j is first 

laid off with each load parallel to the corresponding 

J 
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load on the truss, to a scale of 4 kips per inch. 

Next an equilibrum pole -gon is drawn ( shown by the 

dotted diagram under the truss). Through the pole 

o in the for polygon a line is drawl parallel to 

the closing aide of the equilibrum polygon and from 

f a perpendicular is dropped meeting this line. TI 

gives the reaction r £' at the fixed end of the truss, 

the reaction at the free end being vertical. 

Then beginning at the left hari_i end of the truss 

the forces are laid off in the same manner as in the 

dead load, diagram. First ak is laid off from a, 

-parallel to the member AK in the truss and meets the 

line r k drawn from r parallel to PK. next from the 

point k just found kl is drawn parallel to KL meeting 

a line from b parallel to at the I oint b. Then 

from b a perpendicular is dropped to the point m 

where it intersects n r, parallel to ... F in the truss 

representing the member L M. This process is continu- 

ed on through the truss taking each member in regular 

order. 
meas 9 

The stresses in each member may be obtained byA 

its length and multiplying by 4 kips. It will oe 

noticed that the stresses in the members on the fix- 

ed side are very small as compared to those of the free 

side, ::hen the :ind is acting on the free side. 

FLATS 1V. 

Flat° 4 is the ind diagram for the ind blowing 

of the fixed side of the truss. The wind is taken 

BL 
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the same as on the free side, that is `J pounds per 

square foot of vertical projection. The loads are 

also distributed in the same way. 

The load line .f' a', 

first laid off ith each load parallel to The corres- 

ponding load on the truss. Then the reactions are 

determined by the force and e quilibrum polygons. It 

is known that the reaction at the free end ill 

perpendicular but at the fixed end it will not be. 

Therefore fro!. the .f end of ,the load line a perpendi- 

cular is erected representing the direction of the re- 

action at that end of the truss. Then, if from the 

point where a lint drawn fro,.. the pole .o of the force 

polygon parallel to the closing side of the equilibrari, 

polygon cuts this perpendicular, a line is drawn to 

v' end of the load line, it represents the reaction for 

the fixed end of the truss.. 

The diagram is then drawn in the usual manner, 

that is in the same manner as in the dead and wind on 

the free side diagram, except that we begin with the 

forces acting at the right supe ort and passing to 

joints alternately on the upper and lower chords. The 

scale used is 4 kips to the inch. It will. be noticed 

as in the 'rind on the free side diagram that the stress- 

es in the members on the opposite side to which the 

wind is blowing on ate very much smaller than on the 

windward side. 
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PLATE V. 

Plate 5 shows the upper and lower lateral bracing 

and the diagram working out the stresses in the lower 

lateral bracing system for a wind of 80 miles per hour. 
1 

The lateral system of bracing consists of brac- 

ing ;.rich unites the corresponding chords of the truss- 

es and together \ith the chords for_ horizontal truss- 

es which can resist any forces that Lay act en 

roof. The purlins form a part of the bracing in one 

of-these sirste e ee,.. 

The i6 to be regarded as blo°. ing horizontal- 

ly at right angles to the line of the truss and exert- 

ing a pressure of 40 pounds per square foot of surface. 

The wind pressure against the members of the trusses 

is transferred by them to the upper and loner pannel 

points or the upper and lower bracing systems. 

The lower lateral bracing is made up of tie rods 

Lith counters. They are fastened every 13 foot 4 in. 

or at every other 7annol point on the lower chord and 

also at the first two points at each end of the truss. 

The upper bracing is made up of the purlins with 

sag rods. The purlins are 9 inch steel channels 

spaced 6 feet E inches apart or at every pannel point 

on the upper chord excepting the first one from each 

end of the truss. The sag rods are steel ads 7/8 in. 

in diameter running at right angles to the purlins and 

spaced 5 feet apart. 

In constructing the stress diagram for the lower 
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latbral bracing a scale of 4 kips to the inch is used. 

The eind can only blow in one direction et a time, 

therefore the stresses are figured as loads oeneentrat- 

ed at the pannel points on one side of the bracing syst- 

em, without any loads on the other side. First the 

load line aa' is laid off to scale with the loads a'b', 

,Idl ba acting downward and the reaction 

ar and ra' acting upward. Then the remainder of the 

strew diagram is constructed in the same manner as in 

the dead load diagram. The table on Plate 5 gives 

the results obtained. 

It rill be noticed that the stresses in the upper 

and lower chords are almost the same, only, the side 

on which the ind is blowing is in Compression and the 

opposite side is in tension. Half of the verticals 

are in tension and half oompression and likeeist 

with the diagonals. When the eind changes to the op- 

posite side, all members change the nature of their 

stresses, that is, those in tension oha_:;;e to coLl.res- 

sion, and those in compression change to tension. 

PLATE Vl. 

Plate 6 is a tabulation of all the stresses found 

by the stress diagrams on plates 2, 3 and 4. This 

. table besides giving the dead loads, snow loads, and 

both eind loads, also gives the maximum and minimum 

stresses for all members. 

In order to design a member for the range of 
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stress, it is necessary to know both °; maxis ::ur: and 

minimum - 
stress to which it is subjected by the com- 

bined loads. As the lead load always acts,its effect 

must be included in finding both the maximum and minimum 

stresses. Snow load always produces stresses of the 

same kind as the dead load when the rafters are straight 

and hence is used only in obtaining the maximum. As 

the wind cannot blow on more than one side of the roof 

at the sanie tire, only one of the Bind stresses is to 

be combined with the dead, or with the dead and snow 

load stresses. If in any member a stress produced by 

the wind is of a .different kind from that due to dead 

load, the minimum stress equals the algebraic sum of 

the two, but when, all the stresses in any member are 

either tensile or compressive, the minimum equals the 

dead load stress and the maximum equals the sum of the 

dead, snow, and larger wind load stresses. 

For an example of the maximum, stress,, take the 

member AK, the dead load is -7o.E,0 kips, the snow load 

is -25.03 kips, the . the free side -28.52 kips, 

and the wind on the fixed side -8.40 kip. Now the 

ind ca;. c, only/ blow from one direction at a time, there- 

fore for the maximum the 6reatect wind load is taken, 

which is when the wind is on the fret side. Hence 

the maximum stress for the member AK is ( -'r .0ú kiss) 

(- 25.63 kip.)+ ( - 28. 52 kips) = -161.05 kips. 

Again, take the diagonal member OP, the dead and 

now loads enter into the maximum. But of the wind 

, 
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\loads the load on the free aide produces compression 

and the wind on the fixed produces tension. As both 

the other stresses are tension the . 'wind load producing 

tenàion must be used in computing the maximum for this 

member. Therefore the maximum for OP imp- 3.30 kips + 

1.10 kips i- 2.48 kips = -r 6.88 kirs. 

For an example of the minimum take the member R' K' 

the dead. load is + 51.80 kips, the snow load is t 17.27 

kips, the wind load on the free side is 12.16 kips 

and. the Bind load on the fixed side is + 35.8 kips. 

The dead load will always be acting under all conditions 

but the snow and wind loads will not be . Then- the 

ind blows on the free side it produces a stress opposite 

in sign to that of the dead load and when on the 
fixed 

side one of the same sign. Therefore for the minimum 

stress in P'K' the dead lo .d and the rind load on the 

free side is taken, which _,ives 0-51.80 kips) -( -12.16 

kips) _ -i' 3O.04 kirs. 
Ey referring to this table it is possible to find 

the maximum for any member and compute the dep:irlsions 

of the steel beam required for that member. 

PLATE V11. 

Plate 7 shows the expansion bearings for the 

truss. Roof trusses of short span and particularly 

wooden trusses, have generally. both ends firmly fixed 

in the supporting walks or columns. But iron or steel 

trusses, and usually all trusses of long span have only 

one end fixed, while the other is left free to Move or 
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is merely supported, so that it may move horizontally 

in the direction of the of ,..ice truss. This 

construction is adopted in order that the truss may 

expand and contract under changes of temperature and 

thus stresses due to this cause be eliminated. 

The eoefioient of liniar expansion for steel is 

.0000074. Then a steel truss of the length of this 

one with a difference of temperature of 100° Fahrenheit 

which is the greatest range of temperature known in 

this country, will sot expand nearly one inch. 

There are many different devices used to provide 

for the expansion. The free °;nd may rest upon a 

smooth iron plate upon .hich it slides, but this arrant 

!-;ment requires too much friction to be overcome in the 

case of a heavy roof like this one, and especially so 

in this country !:here the plate is likely to become 

rusty. A rocker may be used but it also has its dis- 

advantages. The kind most generally used and I probably 

the most satisfactory is some form of the roller beating. 

This is the kind we have adopted. 

This expansion bearing is Made up of eight steel 

rollers l- inches in diameter resting between two cast 

iron bed plates. The rollers are kept at the proper 

clearance by two side bars which are fastened to the 

rollers by tai, bolts in the ends of the rollers. 

rollers are of hard steel and pollished. The rollers 

rest upon a cast iron bed plate made perfectly smooth. 

This bed plate fits over the top of the latticed col- 

umn supporting the tress, and is riveted to the top of 
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this column, eight tzaitd inch steel rivets. Under 

the end of the truss and resting on the rollers is 

another cast plate similar to the one underneath. This 

is riveted to the pin plate that forms the joint 

the upper and lower chords with 84 inch rivets. The 

rollers are kept in place by flanges cast along the 

edges of the bed plates. These also partially prevent 

the collection of dust on the roller hear gigs. 

The joint connecting the upper and lower chords 

the expansion bearing is a pin plate joint with a 

pin. The pin is a three inch steel pin and the plates 

are 1 inch steel plates securely riveted to the upper 

and lower chords and the upper bad plate. 

At the fixed end a cast iron base is used on top 

of the column whose ri,:; i , ht equals that of the rollers 

and bed combined so as to rake the height of the col- 

umn the same at both ends. This base is riveted to 

the top of the column in the same manner as at the free 

end. 

This plate also shows a cross section of the upper 

and lower chords of the truss. The upper ch rd is 

made up of t o L bars 6 x 4 x 7/8 inches .:i th their 

short legs riveted together. The lower chord is made 

up the same way with the L bars having deminsions of 

5 x 3 x 13/16 inches. 

PLATE V111. 

Plate 8 is a drawing showing the latticed column 

ttlat supports the ends of the truss. This column 

is 10 feet in height and 14 inches square. It is 
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made up of 4 L bars 22 in. x 2i in. x w in. and the 

lattice bars are in. by i in. The Lattice bars 

are put on at right angles to each other with their 

ends overlapping. The ends are fastened to the L bars 

by 3/8 in, rivets, with one rivet at each end. The 

column rests on a concrete base 20 in. x 24 in. sunk 

into the ,ground five feet. Into this concrete base 

are set 8 steel bars 2i in x 3 in. x 3 ft. projecting 

1 ft. above the surface of the' concrete. To these 

steel bars the column is riveted by 7,L1 in. rivets for 

each bar. This column is designed to meet the maximum 

load on the truss. The scale used in this plate is 

10 to 1. 

The advantage of this column is that it has great- 

er strength for the amount of material in it than '- 
solid steel column would have. I t is lighter than a 

solid column. And being set on a concrete foundation 

there will be no settling of the roof, which would tans 

to put a much greater stress upon the truss and thus 

weaken it. 

PLATE 1X. 

Plate 9 shows a pin joint with pin plates. The 

pin system of connections is the one which has been 

most used and which is most favorable regarded by en- 

gineers in this country. At each panned point a pin 

or round bar passes through holes in the chords or web 

members and serves to transfer the longitudenal stress- 

es from one member to another by means of the shearing 

and bending stresses generated b-- it. One advantage 
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-of the 'pin joint it that less material is needed in it 
than in the riveted ,system. It is also cheaper and 

better workmanship is usually secured in it. 

In a pin joint there is danger of crushing the 

material which presses against the pin. In order to 

prevent this a strip of metal called a pin plate or 

reinforcing plate is riveted to the member giving a 

sufficient bearing surface for the pin. 
The pin is a three inch stet' pin and designed to 

resist bending and shearing stresses from the members 

through which it passes. The pin plates very in thick- 

ness for various members, also vary in width with the 

width of the L bars. 

Size of member. Size of pin t plate Diam. of rivet. 
2 'ys 2 n x 2 v x 

jn 4i" x .4n 

2 Ls 2i x 2-2 x 3/8" 4i" x 3/8" 

1 L 2j.n x 2i" x " 24u x -iu 
j" 

2 Li. 4" x 6" x 7/8" 11" x 7/8" 

2 Ls 3" x 5" x 13/13" 9" x 1¡" 

Length of rivet ' Pitch. 

1i" 1 7/8" 

14" 1 7/8" 
7 /8n l4n 

2 7/8" 2i" 

2i" 24" 

f The pitch is the distance from center to center 

of rivets in horizontal rows. 

1" 

rivets are spaced not less than 1 5/8 times their 
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-diameter from center to center. And not lese than 

1 5A- tire., their diameter's from the ,edges. 
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Plate f. 
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Upper C hord. Lower Chord 

AI ( Member BL CM oP ES Fa I G W HY I d J R/C HM 
r 

RO Ra RT RV H RA 

Dead Load. 76.90 
i 

- 85.73 Jol./! -7o4.60 /o ,-0- -/.0980 -1o0.B5 - 99t9 - 99 o - 97. 90 r 5/,80 r73'00 r9,8./0 r9f31- r/00.30 9905 r986o +92.90 

r30.96 
Sna.. Load. -2.5.63 -28 58 337.9- -3987 -3.903 Ì -35.27, -3362 -32.48 - 3E.67 -3E.6á +/7a7 +26R0 30.70 r 3/46 rS3.+"3 r3á.oe 82.88 

WindonFr<e Side -28.2 -32.4+y 3792 - 31.00 - S282 - Mess, -2444 -/9.B8 -2o.oB - 20./2! ,6Se r 24,48 28-8o r ES/2 2r-8a llff + /2,88 . s92 

W/771 on Fixed Side. - /.40 - 9 96 I //f.2o - ,Y.6o - /74H - /8Lo - /936 -20.60 - 20./6 - 26./6 r d,44 r 9.04 . * /320 * /67.2 + /16.5" i r /752 /900 +257( 

p7aximvm - 
"/3109 -/3477 '/72.12 -/76,47 "/77ao -/69.79 -/0-89/ -,.s0.S3 -,.fa.93 -.so.69 +119'1-9 t,2448 /4-/.fa r/50,92 r/5.13 /-9BS *,.13 '/-/7G.2 

Minimam. ' 7690 - BS7S -/o/.aS -,O4.G0 /OS/S - /0S20I -/o0.8S - 974-0- - 98-00 - f790 s!ß0 * 7s.ao 9,7/0 97.9.9 /OO-3o r 9925 * 9B.6S . 91, 

11 

Vert reels. gona Dé !s I 

Memóer LM W 0 
T 

PO ST T UV WX Yz 3<A-- - I(L MN OP OS r 1 VW XY Z3 zd eb6 
- 

Deed Load - X/a -775 f?..3b- -5.6o r /r,66 0.8o 8.oa o ,e - 27.40 ./7/o +3,30 +7.38- 4 a65 -Lat -5.99 t 2.96 360 690 

Snow Lead -363 -877 i0,78 -X87 3.88 rq27 '267 -/.37 9/3 +X7a r110 *2-45 0,12 -o-3d -L9B +o.7B /,20 2.30 

Wirdon Free Side. - S.sP -208 J 5.44 3.24 r 7.12 12o - /,32 - a 6B 924 + 3,84 - 6.72 -6.20 + O. Sf! -300 -4P8 -768 . 9./2 r8.6B 
, 

Wind .nrieedSeäe. -Z.<8 -2/6 t- 0.-s7 ,.48 ro.s2 -/.96 2.72 0.0o r4-00 r 0..0 8 *2.ae t/88 +/.S2 238 2.08 o.00 -4.BO -cBO 

Maximam. "/76.i -,2.22 817 -8.BS t27/3 r6,27 , /439 - sd 7 126.88 read r,/68 -6.07 -7.53 -/5,6, 4r49 r/2.91 7.89 

Minimum. -9,0 -755 =23s -23L r//69i 0.80i 8,a0 -f:/o 2740 /7/0 0,30 *3, 07 -Zoo -3. 87 /o r.0.67 t2.9.i - /.20 

Upper Chord Lower Chord 

Member A'll' e"L" t'A; DP ES Fq G W N'Y I,9 ,¡' Wir" RM" WÓ R.O. /T RV RX R,2 

Deed L...1 -7690 -897-r - lox .?S -104.60 -/.0.S/9- -J04B0 -IOO.BS 974, .0" -9Bo0 -9790 B¿80 r7Jo0 91.ro 99,35 +100.30 99t.5 98.6. r91.9= 

Snow Load. -2963 -28.1'8 -wire -3997 - wl,ea - Jd.17 -33.62 -32.4B -32-67 -32.63 ,/727 2X00 r 30.7a 31.45 * 33.43 dials JR.// +3a.9C 

WindanFrie Sidle - o.4B - G.4B - /7L - 2.60 -R40 - SBO - 7.6P - 9s2 - 9/c - 9.,6 -/2./0 // 90 - -/Od6 - 9.i2 - 64 7 - 6.10 - 9.- /6 # /.92 

Wind or; Fi red Side -3772 -4/92 -f96ß -se,H -4Seo -fo.66 -31%0-2 -3/.611 - B!fP -3/.0-2 t3J.8ß .4-f/6 rJd.oe 49,0 40-,/$ r39.2 3564 d23,7L 

Atom imVm. -/0-6.?S -/.T6.2. ,8468 - 'or -/81:20 -/Ba.GG - /ffff - /sLS/ -K.2/9 -/61.o3- r/oqqs r/4i./6 /7f,98 r/>}92 r/7e.e9 7 /778!" t/67/7 r.V7fa 

A iniman7. 7(90 -8S.7d /0/.2s- -/r4.60 -/OS./s -/Oi.eO -/o0.ed- - g74s -ge.00 - 07. 94 396f 6.1 Ro 81a-4 BASS 91.6G r Y3.os r 94,+q r 9290 
._._-___'.1. 

._ .. 

Vert icols 
.. ._. . ._. _ 

._ _. _... .__.. 

Diag als..._._ 

Member L'M A/0 PO' S7. /d'y' WX Y.Z. ßj tri. MN ÓP o/5 . TÚ VW XY Z'6' zn ¢d" 

Deed Load. - - 9.10 -7,9-5 '-+25s" -60 +7160- 0.80 +Boo -4/o r2Z4o r/7/0 +380 +73ó" *o.61` -zoo - Sfd- +294 r,76o r meow 

Snow Load - 3.08 - 2.3/ 10.78 -187 t3.B8 tg27 +2.67 -X37 t 913 S70 * 7.70 +246 0,22 - ..33 - r.98 0,98 /tc 2.3t 

Wind oareeSri< -0.80 -0.64 -/.7L -/.76 -224 -P72 t,20 o.00 +o.,,7 +/aor0.80 +2áG . 91 t3t4 ta.e4 0.00 -s92 -SfP 

W/bdon fixed side -s72 -3c< i778 r 86 +/0./P 4 6PB tQ04 -0.76 /o.ßo r6.80 -/.32 -11/t -710 -7.32 - BJ + 0-4e ./0.+0 r/O.sfl, 

l`7aximan. -/794- -/.97i 4,/oi -9.12 t2s.fs r7Bd- t,3.7/ -fP2 t?7.ss .22(0 -d:72 -/4-ft -9p7 -9.G1" -/f.d1" w +,f;20 t/9.7G, 

Mine m V m. - 7,/0 -7Si 9 o.dg -r,7R r 7e0 tB,Sf B.00 - r,e 27+0 0 - e -r ,), -P.1T -4.99 O.fS -/.o -d.,, -231" 0. 927 
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